
 

 

 

 

  

LIMITATIONS ON WARRANTY 

While Synthetic Turf International uses current manufacturing techniques, fibers, and other component materials appropriate 

to the production of artificial turf and related components, this warranty is subject to limitations and conditions set forth 

below for the products supplied by the manufacturer. Contractors and owners must take special consideration to onsite 

exclusions that fall outside the warranty; section IV, including installation of turf and sub structures. 

Please refer to the limitations and exclusions included in the full warranty packet, which can be obtained from Synthetic Turf 

International or your authorized dealer. 

(Customer Name and Address)______________________________________________________ 

Date of Installation_______________________ (Product)_________________________________ 

(Color)___________________________________ (Size)__________________________________ 

(Application)_____________________________________________________________________ 

WARRANTIES, TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

We as the manufacturer warrant to the Ultimate Consumer/Owner that its products are guaranteed against all defects in workmanship for a period of 

one full year warranty and prorated thereafter to eight years from the date of shipment. Manufacturer further warrants that its product is also 

guaranteed not to exhibit ozone/UV degradation or loss of tensile strength greater than 50 percent during said time period, and further guarantees that 

its product will not have a pile height decrease in excess of fifty percent (50%) as a result of normal wear and tear with proper infill levels(if required). API 

Standards related to pile fiber height shall be established pursuant to ASTM Test D5823. 

The life expectancy of artificial grass is dependent on the intensity of use of artificial turf, as well as on local climatic conditions.  The more a product is 

being used, the quicker its lifetime will pass.  The intensity of use is a combination of several factors including the usage in hours per day, the number of 

people that sport or play (simultaneously) on the pitch, the type of sport or play and the type of footwear that is used. 

For Care and Maintenance see the Synthetic Turf Council Maintenance Manual at www.syntheticturfcouncil.org.  
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